






In French Cernay a bridge was impressively illuminated with a linear LED lighting 
solution. It is especially the absolutely homogeneous light in combination with a 
small cross section that characterizes the NIKE and makes it an appealing product.  
Bridge lighting, Cernay | Lighting design: EGIS Strasbourg et Atelier Villes et 
Paysages Illzach | Photo: Ludovic Loewert
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Dipl.-Kfm. Carsten Schaffarz

Managing Director

Jonas Lundgren

Managing Director

Dr.-Ing. Michael Kramer

Managing Director

DEAR CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS,

Since the founding of LED Linear™ in 2006, our 
ambition has been to be a global leader in the 
development and supply of linear LED lighting 
solutions. Based on our in-depth technological 
understanding and innovation, our modular prod-
uct portfolio built on the flexible printed circuit 
board,	offers	the	market	cost	effective	and	unique	
lighting solutions for all types of applications.

The wide range of international reference proj-
ects, as well as the awards received for our prod-
ucts, exemplifies the versatility of our modular 
product portfolio. It also stands out as a proof 
for	our	high-quality	standard	–	from	selection	of	
the	highest	quality	LEDs,	the	Reel	to	Reel	(R2R)
manufacturing process of the LED strip, and to 
the design and assembly of the final product. Our 
offering of IP-rated outdoor products, e. g., for  
façade lighting, wall gracing and flexible light 
lines, are all produced and assembled in-house, 
using	only	the	highest	quality	encapsulation	ma-
terial and processes.

We	create	the	future	of	 linear	lighting	for	your	
bright(er) ideas.
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“WITHOUT PASSION THERE
IS NO GENIUS.”

Theodor Mommsen

The Mobile Orchard is an inhabitable public art installation by atmos. It‘s a hymn to the 
urban fruit tree – a celebration of the theme explored this year by its commissioners, 
the City of London Festival. | Mobile Orchard, London | Lighting design: Arup | 
|	Design:	atmos,	Alex	Haw	|	Photo:	Alex	Haw	
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LIGHT IS OUR PASSION

Founded in May 2006, our enterprise supplies 
high	quality	linear	LED	lighting	solutions	based	
on flexible printed circuit boards worldwide. Our 
offer	is	a	cost	effective,	unique	modular	LED	tool	
kit for interior or exterior linear lighting solu-
tions – from mood to general lighting – with an 
ingress protection of up to IP68. 
Our international awards and reference projects, 
including	exquisite	lighting	solutions	for	decora-
tive or architectural applications, stand as proof 
of	our	high	quality	manufacturing	philosophy.	

With	our	LED	products	you	can	economically 
realize general lighting tasks. Based on this  
philosophy and the depth of our LED know ledge 
we are constantly working on improving pro-
ducts	for	your	lighting	requirements.	Throughout	
the following pages we invite you to familiarize  
yourself with the LED Linear™ world of Experi-
ence, Engagement, Innovation, Products, Trust, 
Excellence	and	Presence.	We	are	happy	to	pro-
vide solutions with knowledge and passion.
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8
2011

· Industry Award 2011: Design Award of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in silver:  
Winner	VarioLED™ Flex VENUS

· Opening new branch office in Asia, Singapore

2012

· Opening new branches in France,  
Great Britain and Switzerland

· Relocation of the production site  
from Neukirchen-Vluyn to Duisburg  
and expansion of capacity

· Installation of an ultramodern fully  
automatic encapsulation machine with 
five meters production lengths. Significant 
capacity expansion.

·	Red	Dot	Design	Award:	Winners	VarioLED™  
Flex VENUS, VarioLED™ OCEANOS and  
“Best-of-the-best” XOOLUM™

2013

· Top 100 Innovator for 700% sales growth 
2008 – 2012 and a general growth of 730%

· Implementation of automated  
packing machine

· Opening branches in the Middle East,  
US and India

· Expansion of production facilities in Duisburg 
for warehouse and luminaire construction

2014

· Implementation of automated  
CNC profile production line

· IF Design Award:  
Winner	XOOMINAIRE™ 

· Next Generation Luminaire  
Indoor Contest, United States:  
Winner	XOOLINE™

2015

· Installation of the world‘s most advanced R2R  
production line for manufacturing flexible LED lines 

· Installation of the new testing laboratories to measure 
photometric parameters and the environmental influences

·	Red	Dot	Design	Award:	Winners	VarioLED™ Flex AMOR, 
HYDRALUX™ and XOOTUBE™ 38

2016

· German Design Award 2016 for  
outstanding product design

· Award “Brand of the Century”  
for “The lighting system”

· Awarded as “National Champion”  
at the European Business Awards

· German Brand Award 2016 for 
innovative brand management

·	Fagerhult	aquires	LED	Linear™

2017

·	German	Design	Award:	Winners	 
Fire	Dance,	HYDRALUX™	and	XOOMINAIRE™	4292

·	Red	Dot	Design	Award:	Winners 
MARS, LYRA and VESTA

· German Brand Award: Gold “Industry Excellence 
in	Branding	–	Lighting”	and	the	Winner	Label	for	
“Excellence in Brand Strategy, Management and 
Creation – Brand Strategy”

2008

First international award for 
an	innovative,	high-quality	
luminaire: Next Generation 
Luminaire Contest, United 
States:	Winner	XOOLUX™

2007

Initiation of international 
sales partnerships

2006

Foundation of LED Linear™	GmbH

2010

Development of a new 
encapsulation technology.
Installation of the world‘s 
most advanced encapsula-
tion machine for LED lights.

2018

·	German	Design	Award:	Winners	
VESTA, LYRA and XOOTOO

· Design Plus Award powered  
by light + building: VarioLED™  
Flex VENUS True Color 

·	 IF	Design	Award:	Winner	 
LYRA ECLIPSE

· Red Dot Design Award:  
VarioLED™ Flex VENUS True Color

· German Brand Award:  
Winner	Category	Lighting	 
“Industry Excellence in Branding”
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“ON EVERY PATH AWAIT EXPERIENCES THAT BRING  
  US CLOSER TO OUR GOAL.”

Nicole Engelhardt

Dubai Opera is a multimedia, performing arts center hosting a 
variety of performances and events. The linear LED lighting in the 
building was realized with solutions from LED Linear. | Dubai Opera 
Lighting Design: Neolight | Photo: Ismail Gamal Abdulla
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“COMMITMENT MEANS TO NOT RECEIVE   
 ANYTHING AND STILL DO THINGS AS IF YOU  
 WOULD GET RICH THROUGH THEM!”

David Tatuljan
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LED Linear™ has been closely connected to the 
University	of	Wismar	for	many	years.	An	impor-
tant milestone has been set on 9th July 2015: the 
agreement on the establishment and financing  
of the first endowed professorship was officially  
signed. Thus, LED Linear™ builds a bridge between 
business and science.
 
With	regard	to	the	availability	of	expertise	many	
paths are taken to bring professionals to the 
University	 of	Wismar.	With	 the	 conclusion	 of	
the contract for the endowed professorship an  
essential contribution is being done to strengthen  
the degree program in Architectural Lighting 
Design – especially in application design. The 
professorship should be known as “The Endowed 
Professorship for Lighting Applications in Archi-
tecture (Lighting Application in Architecture)”, 
which is a valence state 2 professorship and is 
initially limited to five years. LED Linear™, as the 
establishing endower provides the University of 
Wismar	a	six	digit	amount	for	partial	funding	of	
the staff costs of the professorship. 

CEO Dr. Michael Kramer emphasizes: “For us it 
is especially important to make a significant 
contribution to the advancement of research in 
the field of lighting design.”

“THE	TARGETED	SUPPORT	AND	
TRAINING	OF	HIGHLY	qUALIFIED	
YOUNG PEOPLE IS EXTREMELY  

IMPORTANT TO US.”
DR.-ING.	MICHAEL	KRAMER

 

The activities of the professorship correspond 
to the usual list of tasks and include lecturing 
and the responsibility for modules in the  
degree	 programs	of	 the	University	of	Wismar,	 
participation in academic self-administration,  
the supervision of thesis and other tasks in the 
context of studies. In particular the exploration 
of new fields of appli cation of light in buildings, 
for example, based on linear LED lighting systems,  
as well as from an economic point of view and 
the development of new approaches to product 
and application designs in the field of linear LED 
products are in focus.

LED Linear™ CEO Dr.-Ing. Michael Kramer, and the 
principal	of	the	University	of	Wismar,	Prof.	Dr.	jur.	
Bodo	Wiegand-Hoffmeister,	ceremonially	signed	
the contract and unanimously declared that this 
endowed professorship is a favourable step for 
both, the completion of teaching activities as 
well as the expansion of the marketable LED 
appli cation spectrum.

LED Linear™ is also cooperating with the Uni-
versity Duisburg-Essen, the University Rhine 
Waal	and	with	the	Fontys	International	Business	
School, Venlo.

LED LINEAR AS A SHINING EXAMPLE:  
THE FIRST ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIP AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISMAR. 

<<  For the special installation with 31 VarioLED™ Flex VENUS luminaires each 
luminaire was individually bent on the construction site. | Light Sketch, Aronson 
Lighting Design and RTLD Lighting Design, Israel
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“INNOVATIONS ARE  
NOT MARKET-DRIVEN,  

THEY DRIVE THE MARKET.”

Josef Brauner 
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LED Linear™	develops	and	produces	high	quality	 
linear LED lighting systems and has realized a 
consistent innovation management of a modular  
tool kit. Today more than 30 million individual 
lighting solutions can be offered. For each  
customer, tailor made lighting solutions can be 
realized. 

Our innovation is based on the continuous re-
newal of products and processes, creative system 
solutions for the customer and the broad poten-
tial of LED lighting technology. Innovations deter-
mine our business success, and provide answers 
to many challenges of our time. In LED lighting 
technology, we are constantly seeking for new 
solutions that save resources and protect our 
natural foundations of life at the same time. It is 
always our goal to make the everyday life of the 
individual and social life easier, safer and more 
comfortable and to contribute to a better world 
for present and future generations. 

<<  The flexible LED tapes were used to Achille Castiglionis 
Arco	lamp,	a	true	design	classic,	a	new	way	to	interpret.	|	IALD	100W	Challenge,	London	|	
Lighting Design: Light Bureau | Photo: Alex Trylski Photography and Tom Niven

INNOVATION.
MODULARITY.
CONSEQUENCE.
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LINEAR – ALL ALONG THE LINE 

Linear stands for continuous, shadow-free illu-
mination. Linear luminaires create worlds of 
experience – both in the outdoor area as well 
as in interior design. Linear light has become 
indispensable in all areas of life. It increases the 
quality	of	life	in	cities,	makes	intelligent	facto-
ries more efficient, it strengthens well-being 

and productivity in the office and in education, 
it increases guest comfort in the hospitality in-
dustry and creates new shopping experiences in 
shopping areas.

Linear light – an indispensable part of lighting 
design!

>>  Linearity has a different meaning in different areas, 
but usually describes a rectilinear nature.
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<< Modularity is the division of a whole into parts as modules, called 
components, elements or building blocks. In suitable form and function 
they can be joined together or interact with each other though  
appropriate interfaces.

50 OPTICS

20 PROFILES

13 COLOR TEMPERATURES

20 LIGHT INTENSITIES

IP00-IP68 INGRESS PROTECTION CLASSES

MODULAR – AS DESIRED

Modular stands for versatile combinations. Our 
product portfolio is based on a modular construc-
tion toolkit. Configure your individual lighting 
solution according to your wishes. You select: 
mounting type, protection grade, color rendition, 
color temperature, luminosity, wattage, optic and 
profile – we offer your desired product!
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>>  The term infinity denotes the negation or 
cancellation of finitude.   

You can look forward to more than 30 million 
standard variations, which will leave nothing 
to	desire	 for	 your	 lighting	 task.	Whether	you	
would like to provide contour lighting for a 300  
meter	high	facade,	illuminate	a	waterscape,	equip	

an office complex with efficient light, or create 
mood light in the private sector – we inspire your 
imagination!

www.led-linear.com/productfinder/

INFINITE – FREEDOM OF DESIGN
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OUR CUSTOMERS 

Our customers are the start and end point of all 
our	actions.	We	want	to	provide	our	customers	
with	unique	products	to	improve	their	quality	of	
life (lighting for life) and with perceptible added 
value (value added lighting). Our product price-
performance ratio for our current and future 
customers is the focus of our product develop-
ment. In dealing with our customers we are 
authentic, clear, precise and definite. 

OUR EMPLOYEES

Our employees are the foundation of our success. 
We	expect	our	employees	to	 identify	strongly	
with our vision, mission, our business purpose 
and our goals. Our employees should distinguish 
themselves through humor, initiative which radi-
ates to others, constructive joyful will, sense  
of community, looking forward to the future,  
a positive attitude to the diversity of life and  
a loving attitude towards people and cultures.  
We	 learn	 from	mistakes	and	 take	 them	as	an	 
opportunity for continuous improvement. For 
high performance and successful work, we offer 
challenging tasks, training opportunities and 
adequate	remuneration.

OUR COMPANY 

Our company is characterized by genuinely 
global	and	cultural	diversity.	We	have	employees,	
customers and partners in almost every  
continent.	Together	we	form	a	unique	network.	
It is cha rac terized by the exchange of knowledge, 
intercultural cooperation and individual develop-
ment opportunities. As a global company and 
local citizen we maintain an intense social  
dialogue.	We	gain	 ideas	and	 insights,	 and	we	 
encourage understanding and trust. Particularly 
important to us is the promotion of education 
and	science.	We	are	in	close	contact	with	relevant	
universities and colleges in the world.

OUR SUPPLIERS 

Our suppliers are important partners in innova-
tion.	With	them	we	want	to	maintain	long-term	
relationships based on trust and mutual success. 
With	selected	suppliers	we	want	to	form	strategic	
partnerships to strengthen our competitive posi-
tion and create lasting value for our customers.

OUR COMPETITORS

We	respect	our	competitors	and	welcome	any	
comparison of our products. In the competition, 
we	want	to	exist	due	to	better	and	unique	pro-
ducts. If necessary, we will cooperate with our 
competitors.

OUR PRODUCTS

Our products should contribute demonstrably  
to	an	increased	quality	of	life	while	conserving	
the scarce resources of our environment. Our 
products convince with easy specification and 
application, outstanding performance, easy in-
stallation, maintenance and resource-friendly 
disposal at end of life. Our products contribute 
to saving energy and scarce resources through 
high efficiency and long service lifetime. 

>>	The	VarioLED™	Flex	SKYLLA	White	TV	IP67	light	line	was	used,	which,	thanks	to	its	gentle	
homogeneous light, is compatible with the sensitive flora and fauna in the immediate vicinity of 

the pavilion. | KA300 Pavilion, Karlsruhe | Lighting Design: Light Transfer | Photo: Uli Deck
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“WE ARE MADE WISE NOT BY THE RECOLLECTION  
 OF OUR PAST, BUT BY THE RESPONSIBILITY  
 FOR OUR FUTURE.”

George Bernard Shaw
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“QUALITY REQUIRES PERMANENT PRESENCE, 
NO MATTER WHAT ANYONE DOES .”

Elmar von Lukowicz
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N 51°25‘55.848“
E  6°32‘44.772“

PRESENCE –  
CLOSE TO THE CUSTOMER

Our customers are important to us. That’s why our 
product range does not end with light fixtures and 
accessories.	We	offer	customized	LED	tapes	from	
a total length of 5,000 m upwards. Please ask us! 
Our partners around the world will help you with 
passion to develop a linear lighting solution for 
your application.

LED Linear™ (Asia) Pte Ltd 

Singapore

LED Linear™ France SARL   

Horbourgh	Wihr	

LED Linear™ India Pvt. Ltd

New Delhi

LED Linear™ Italy

Treviolo

LED Linear™ Middle East FZC

Ras Al Khaimah

LED	Linear™	Schweiz	GmbH	

Sirnach

LED Linear™ UK Ltd 

Watford

LED Linear™ USA, Inc. 

Niagara Falls

80% EXPORT BUSINESS

65% GROWTH PER YEAR

170 STAFF

8 BRANCHES WORLDWIDE 

102 DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

MADE IN GERMANY

www.led-linear.com/distribution
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“WINNERS DON’T LOOK FOR EXCUSES,  
 THEY FIND SOLUTIONS.”

Reinhard Fondermann
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2008

2011

top innovator 
2013

INITIA TIV - 
PREIS 

NRW 2013

2013

2015

top innovator 
2015

2015

2010

2012

top innovator 
2014

2014

2016

top innovator 
2016

2017

12 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

Our numerous national and international awards 
are	a	guarantee	of	our	philosophy	of	quality,	
our design and our claim to create innovative 
lighting solutions that offer added value to our 
customers. 

<< The new facade of the Galeries Lafayettes Center Bourse in Marseille 
was awarded with the “Prix Versailles Architecture Commerciale 2015”. 
Galeries Lafayette, Marseille | Architect: Moatti-Rivière   
Lighting design: 8'18" in Marseille | Photo: François Moura

2018
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“cONFIDENcE IS THE RESULT OF SYMPATHY  
  AND OPTIMISM.”

Reinhard Fondermann
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS AND  
SERVICES – DESIGNED WITH 
QUALITY AND PASSION

As a globally acting lighting manufacturer, we 
are	exemplary	in	innovation,	design	and	quality 
with our modular linear LED tool kit. In the  
twelfth year of our existence we generate high 
double-digit growth rates as a medium-sized 
company.	Delivering	high	quality	and	 reliable	
products is what we demand from ourselves. Our 
customers	benefit	from	this.	We	always	use	quality	
components	 in	our	products.	The	high	quality	
standard	is	ensured	through	systematic	quality	
assurance measures and a guarantee of up to 7 
years. As part of the development process, every 
luminaire has to pass various tests in our own 
lighting laboratory. Photometric measurements, 
EMC testing (Electromagnetic compatibility), 
thermal	measurements,	etc.	are	part	of	our	quality	
standards. Long term measurements validate the 
previously simulated results and confirm light 
intensities and luminance levels relevant for your 

application. In addition, normative aspects are 
checked and optimization potentials identified 
as part of a continuous improvement process to 
further expand our innovation leadership. 

“LIGHT	IS	OUR	PASSION.	 
DELIVERING	HIGH	qUALITY	AND	

RELIABLE	PRODUCTS	IS	WHAT	WE	
DEMAND FROM OURSELVES.”

DR.-ING.	MICHAEL	KRAMER

LED Linear™ products are safety checked by In-
tertek.	Our	production	site	is	audited	quarterly	
by Intertek. 
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ENABLING BRIGHTER IDEAS
LED Linear™.  The linear lighting Brand.
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Contour lighting with  VarioLED™ Flex AMOR IP67

LED	Linear™.	The	linear	lighting	Brand.	What	a	name.	A	vision	came	true.	We	went	
where no one has gone before and created a kind of new lighting based on linear 
LED solutions. As we have done in the past, we set the future of linear lighting for 
your brighter ideas, today and tomorrow.  Go, get inspired!
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WE OFFER THE BEST PORTFOLIO  
OF LINEAR LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

VARIOLED™ FLEX IP00
VARIOLED™ FLEX  
IP67/ HYDRALUX™ IP67 VARIOLED™ IP67

VARIOLED™  
FLEX AMOR IP67

VARIOLED™ FLEX 
VENUS FAMILY IP67

VARIOLED™ FLEX 
VENUS TRUE cOLOR 
FAMILY IP67

ADONIS  
TRUE cOLOR IP67 KALYPSO IP67

TY
PE

AP
PL

Ic
AT

IO
N

BE
NE

FI
TS

Flexible linear  
LED tape light line

Indoor indirect  
lighting, OEM or self- 
assembly fixtures

The new standard of light
•	Most	efficient	LED	Flex	 
 portfolio in CV  
 operation with up  
	 to	163	lm/W
•	Optimal	heat	dissipation	 
 thanks to the flexible  
 printed circuit board  
 LED Linear™ Tj-Away  
 Technology®

•	 Free	scalable	from	 
 the reel

Flexible linear  
LED light line in IP67

Indirect lighting especially 
for outdoor organic 
architectures

High	protection	and	 
amazing flexibility
•	Minimum	bending	 
 radius of 30 mm (1.18")
•	 IP67	protected	against	 
 water, salt water and  
 UV radiation through  
 a clear polyurethane  
 encapsulation
•	VarioLED™	Flex	IP67:	 
 Ready to plug in and  
 in customized lengths
•	HYDRALUX™:	 
 Field cuttable on site

Encapsulated linear  
LED light line in aluminum 
profile in IP67

Indirect lighting for outdoor 
straight architectural lines

High	protection	and	 
optimum heat dissipation
•	 IP67	protected	against	 
 water, salt water and  
 UV radiation through  
 a clear polyurethane  
 encapsulation
•	Ready	to	plug	(IP67),	 
 customized lengths  
 and easy installation
•	Profile	with	excellent	 
 heat dissipation allows  
 the use of powerful LEDs

Miniaturized, dot free 
flexible LED design light line

Thin indoor / outdoor organic 
accent lighting for facade or 
decorative direct lighting

Miniaturized, flexible  
LED light line for  
decorative lighting
•	Dot	free	and	absolutely	 
 homogeneous light  
 emission surface
•	Maximum	flexibility	with	 
 minimum cross section
•	 IP67	protected	against	
 water, salt water and UV 
 radiation by an opal poly  
 urethane encapsulation
•	Bending	radius	of	 
 only 3 cm (1.18")

Dot free flexible LED design 
light line

Outdoor or indoor direct 
view accent lighting as well  
as eyecatcher

Flexible, dot free design  
light line for appealing 
lighting accents
•	Dot	free	and	absolutely	 
 homogeneous light  
 emission surface
•	 Flexibility	combined	 
 with high durability: IP67  
 protected against water,  
 salt water and UV radiation 
 by an opal polyurethane  
 encapsulation
•	Bending	radius	of	 
 15 cm (5.9")

Dot free 3D bendable LED 
design light line

Outdoor or indoor direct view 
accent lighting of any geom-
etry as well as eyecatcher

Flexible, dot free design light 
line for accent lighting on 
any organic forms
•	Optimum	rendition	of	 
 the LED spectrum  
 (no color shift) – True Color
•	3D	bendable	with	 
 a bending radius of  
 15 cm (5.9")
•	Optimal	fixture	to	fixture 
 overlap – no light gap
•	 Flexibility	combined	 
 with high durability: IP67  
 protected against water,  
 salt water and UV radi ation  
 by an opal polyurethane  
 encapsulation

Dot free rigid linear LED line

Facade direct view accent 
lighting or indoor in ground 
lighting

Impresses with light intensity 
and unrivaled homogeneous 
light emission surface
•	Optimum	rendition	of	 
 the LED spectrum  
 (no color shift) – True Color
•	 Small	form	factor	and	high	 
 performance linear light bar  
 fitting
•	 Dot	free	and	absolutely	 
 homogeneous light  
 emission surface
•	 IP67	protected	by	an	opal	 
 polyurethane  
 encapsulation and IK10  
 certified (impact  
 resistance)

Encapsulated linear  
LED luminaire with linear 
lenses

Outdoor / indoor  
wall grazing or wide  
flood application

Convinces with light 
intensity and unmatched 
precise light control
•	Allows	the	use	of	3	precise	 
 and highly efficient linear  
	 optics	(10°	Wall	grazing,	 
 30° and 60° general  
 lighting optics)
•	 IP67	by	an	clear	 
 polyurethane  
 encap sulation and  
 IK10 certified  
 (impact resistance)
•	Maximum	grazing	 
 light performance
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VARIOLED™  
POSEIDON IP67

VARIOLED™ OCEANOS 
TRUE COLOR IP67 XOOLUX™ NANO IP65 XOOLINE™ IP40/IP67 VESTA IP40 LUNA IP40 LYRA IP40 LYRA 36 IP40

In ground roll-over  
linear LED luminaire

In ground accent and guid-
ing lighting or wall grazing 
in open areas or parking lots

Fully encapsulated linear 
LED in ground luminaire  
in IP67 
•	Optimum	rendition	of	 
 the LED spectrum  
 (no color shift) – True Color
•	To	be	walked	on	and	 
 traversed by vehicles
•	Resistant	V4A	stainless	 
 steel housing 
•	Dot	free	and	absolutely	 
 homogeneous light emission  
 surface through an opal  
 polyurethane encapsulation  
 or excellent grazing with  
 clear encapsulation with  
 internal lens

Surface linear LED  
luminaire with nano  
lens optics

Asymmetric grazing,  
wall washing or clean  
flood lighting effects

Linear LED luminaire  
with precise optics
•	Nano	lenses	optics	for	 
 an optimal beam control
•	Different	beam	angles	for	 
 applications of wall strips  
 or wall washing enable  
 perfect illumination of  
 different structured  
 surfaces and bring them  
 to advantage
•	Easy	installation	and	 
 direction adjustment  
 thanks to its structured  
 profile and fitted  
 mounting clips

Modular linear LED  
luminaire with minimal 
foot-print

Suitable for a large panel  
of applications such as shelf, 
indirect lighting or wall grazing

Setting accents with  
soft light curves or precise 
light direction
•	 12	different	optics	 
 (diffuser optics and  
 linear lenses)
•	No	visible	light	gap	 
 between the luminaires  
 through lateral cable  
 routing and translucent  
 end caps

Linear LED luminaire  
for cabinet

Ideal for shelf or under 
cabinet workspace lighting

The smart lighting  
solution for good light  
on work spaces
•	Mounting	profile	perfect	 
 for base cabinets and  
 corners with 30° or 60°  
 angled luminaire profile
•	Perfect,	specially	 
 developed lighting  
 solution for work spaces
•	6	diffuser	optics

Slim linear LED  
recessed luminaire

Indoor general or  
accent lighting

Discreet and elegant –  
the lighting solution for 
recessed applications 
•	Easy,	tool	free	 
 installation with  
 mounting springs
•	Very	small	installation	 
 depth of only 25 mm  
 (0.98")
•	With	12	optics	suitable	for	 
 many different recessed  
 applications

Round cross section  
linear LED luminaire

Indoor accent, shelf,  
indirect lighting

Perfectly shaped and  
stylish lighting solution 
•	360°	adjustable	for	 
 optimum directional light
•	With	linear	lenses	for	 
 precise illumination  
 or diffuser optics for  
 decorative lighting
•	Allows	a	wide	range	 
 of new applications

Round cross section  
linear LED luminaire

Indoor general and  
task lighting

A new dimension to LYRA
•	360°	adjustable	for	an	 
 optimum control of the  
 lighting scene
•	Minimal	glare	down	 
 to 13 < UGR
•	Pleasant	and	stylish	round	 
 form factor with  
 a 36 mm (1.42") diameter

The robust lighting solution 
for outdoor applications

General lighting in  
outdoor areas, robust  
and vandal-resistant

Fully encapsulated linear 
LED luminaire in white 
powder coated aluminum 
profile in IP67
•	Dot	free	and	absolutely	 
 homogeneous light  
 emission surface
•	Robust	and	vandal- 
 resistant luminaire:  
 Tested for shock  
 resistance and certified  
 with IK10
•	 IP67	protected	against	 
 water, salt water and UV  
 radiation by an opal  
 polyurethane encapsulation
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LYRA ECLIPSE IP40 XOOCOVE IP40
XOOLUM™ FAMILY  
IP20/IP40/IP67 MARS FAMILY IP40

MARS CC  
WALL WASH IP20 XOOTOO IP20/IP40 XOOLIGHT™ IP40/IP67 XOOTUBE™ 38 IP40

Circular pendant luminaire 
with inner lighting

Eyecatcher in lounge,  
mall or lobby

Poetic and atmospheric 
circular design luminaire
•	Homogeneous	inner	ring	 
 of light in a small cross  
 section
•	Easy	installation	thanks	 
 to its dedicated canopy
•	Thin	pendant	wires	and	 
 transparent cable for an  
 aerial visual

Linear LED cove  
lighting system

Indoor cove lighting

The optimum lighting  
solution with special 
mounting accessories  
for a wide range of cove 
applications 
•	Enables	an	easy	 
 installation 
•	360°	adjustable	for	 
 optimized directional light  
 out of any cove structure
•	Round	aluminum	profile	 
 with linear lenses or  
 diffuser optics

Modular linear LED  
luminaire in IP40 or IP67

Indoor/outdoor general,  
task or direct view  
accent lighting

Modular, linear LED  
luminaire with 45°  
adjustable luminaire head
•	3	installation	types	 
 (cove, pendant,  
 surface-mounted)
•	7	different	optics:	 
 3 diffuser optics,  
 3 reflector optics and  
 an IP67 solution with  
 opal encapsulation 
•	Specially	developed,	highly	 
 efficient reflector optics  
 25°, 65° and wall washer  
 with an optical efficiency  
 of up to 94%

Invisible linear LED down-
light for recessed, surface  
or pendant installation

General or task lighting  
in offices, museums, concert 
halls or cinema

The linear revolution  
of downlights 
•	Nano	lenses	optics	for	an		
 optimal beam control
•	Optimum	glare	control	 
 through a black glare  
 reduction – UGR glare  
 rating of UGR < 13
•	Available	as	freely	 
 configurable CV (constant  
 voltage) variant as well  
 as CC (constant current)  
 variant incl. PSU

Linear LED luminaire with 
Bartenbach® reflectors  
for glare free wall wash

Wall	wash	in	museums,	
corridors or showrooms

The most performant  
wall wash luminaire
•	Bartenbach® micro- 
 structured reflectors  
 for perfectly homogenous  
 wall wash
•	Optimal	longitudinal	 
 glare control
•	Elegant	and	minimal	 
 design

Linear modular direct/
indirect LED luminaire  
with minimal foot-print

General or task lighting  
in offices, front desk for 
instance

Linear LED pendant  
luminaire with direct / 
indirect emission  
characteristics
•	Two	flame	(direct	+	 
 indirect) linear luminaire  
 in smallest dimensions
•	High	quality	diffuser	 
 and reflector optics
•	 For	applications	from	 
 ambient to task lighting   
 the direct and indirect  
 lamp are freely  
 configurable

Robust linear LED  
luminaire in IP40 or IP67

Indoor and outdoor  
general lighting

Linear LED design luminaire
•	3	mounting	options:	 
 pendant, surface- 
 mounted, recessed
•	9	different	optics	allow		
 lighting design freedom
•	Designed	for	general	 
 lighting: from office work- 
 place to hospitality

Linear LED pendant  
luminaire in a round  
housing

Eyecatcher in shops or mall 
as well as general lighting

Iconic form factor for smart 
accents in lighting design
•	360°	beam	angle	 
 and absolutely  
 homo geneous light  
 through a round,  
 opal PMMA housing
•	3	different	 
 colored end caps
•	Reduced	and	iconic	form	 
 factor for smart accents  
 in lighting design



XOOMINAIRE™ - LINE-UP  
FOR GENERAL AND TASK LIGHTING

XOOMINAIRE™

4242
XOOMINAIRE™

4262
XOOMINAIRE™

4292
XOOMINAIRE™

ONYX
XOOMINAIRE™

7066
XOOMINAIRE™

9999

Direct and indirect luminaire 
available as pendant or wall-mounted 
with the same width and optics as 
4262 which enables a consistent 
visual in large project implementing 
both luminaires. Ideal for open space 
offices or corridor wall-mounted 
lighting in hospitals for example.

Elegant and modern design luminaire 
with an optimal glare control 
(UGR < 13) available as recessed, 
surface-mounted or pendant. A stylish 
luminaire for conference room, lobby 
or cantines.

Modular by definition, the 
XOOMINAIRE™ 7066 is an avant-garde 
luminaire supporting up to 3 
direction-adjustable light inserts. 
Available as pendant luminaire with 
or without indirect light.

Appealing large design luminaire as 
much as a lighting working horse for 
large halls, shops, production sites 
and many more general lighting 
applications thanks to various precise 
optical systems. Available as surface-
mounted or pendant.

A shapely luminaire offering unrivaled 
versatility in a compact form factor. 
Perfectly integrates into any 
architectural concept. Available as 
pendant or surface-mounted 
luminaire with remote PSU.

A discrete design luminaire which 
blends into any lighting concept
thanks to its pleasing form factor 
available as recessed, surface-
mounted or pendant luminaire. Ideal 
for corridors, offices and lavatories.
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